Dear Parent and Student,
The Legacy HS JROTC portraits and
composite prints are still available for
purchase.

But hurry! The online gallery will expire on
April 18, 2019!
The composite can be viewed here.
Or copy and paste this URL into your
browser:
https://pixelprairieimagingservices.shootproof.com/gallery/
8698868/
To view the portrait gallery, click here.
Or copy and paste this URL into your
browser:
https://pixelprairieimagingservices.shootproof.com/gallery/
8552101/
Both galleries can also be found by going
to PixelPrairie.com and clicking on the
Galleries/Composite Portraits tab. Just
locate your group and click on the name.

Each student has their own album of poses.
They are alphabetized by first name.
Make sure to make use of the image
editing tools available to crop your image
exactly as you wish it to appear.
Proofs are not retouched, but all print
products will be retouched. This includes,
blemishes, shine, any red skin hue, and
minor uniform retouching.
Name embossing on prints 5"x7" and larger
is now available. Just click on the "Addons" tab in your cart.
New!
A Video Clip of your cadet's poses may now
be purchased for your smart phone. All
album poses are presented in an attractive
slide show video which includes a
soundtrack.

Please note this is not an app., but a video
file to be downloaded in a compressed
folder, most easily done with a PC or Mac.
To order a Video Clip, click on the
"Products" Tab of the price list pop-up.
Here is a sample:
URL: https://youtu.be/S7F6Tv_ikmc

Questions about Print Paper?
Prints are offered in several different print
surfaces. Here are brief explanations about
each.
"Lustre" - Professional photo paper with a
fine grain pebble texture, similar to a matte
finish.
"Glossy" - professional photo paper with a
glossy finish.
"Metallic" - Has a glossy finish and metallic
appearance that creates images with

exceptional visual interest and depth. In
addition to delivering rich, vibrant colors
and flattering flesh tones, this paper offers
century-plus image stability.
What are "Metals?
Metal prints represent a new art medium
for preserving photos by infusing dyes
directly into specially coated aluminum
sheets. Because the image is infused into
the surface and not on it, your images will
take on an almost magical luminescence.
If you have any questions, feel free to
contact PixelPrairie for assistance at:
info@pixelprairie.com
It was a wonderful experience
photographing these students. We hope
these portraits will be enjoyed for years to
come.

